Hook’s lost his hook!
Hook enters and has a minute to search for his hook. He spots the audience and
smiles.
HOOK: Oh Ar! Have you seen me hook? That mischievous boy Peter Pan took it I think…. I
was battling him on my ship and one moment it was there and then it was gone! Are you
sure you haven’t seen it? Do you know why is pirating so addictive?
AUDNEINCE: NO
HOOK: Because they say once ye lose yer first hand, ye get hooked!
Audience reaction. Detective enters pondering around and spots Hook.
DETECTIVE: Oh hello there, you must be the infamous Captain Hook. Nice to meet you.
Goes to shake Hooks hand and realises that it’s the hand without the hook so shakes the
other one.
HOOK: What do you want boy? Giving the detective the evils
DETECTIVE: You called remember! I’m Jill the detective from Jack & Jill Detective agency!
HOOK: Oh yes, you are right – so have you found my hook yet?
DETECTIVE: Erm.
HOOK: Well?
DETECTIVE: We are doing a full investigation on the matter. Now remind me Captain Hook,
where did you lose it.
HOOK: Well, I was making Peter Pan walk the plank like I do and he was almost at the edge. I
was laughing so hard and then BANG it were gone. I asked the pirates around me there saw
nothing. I asked the prisoners they said nothing too. So I asked the sea and you know what
the sea did?
DETECTIVE: No?
HOOK: It just waved
DETETIVE: That’s awful.
HOOK: I still to this day think it were Peter Pan. So… what are you going to do about it?
DETETIVE: Erm…
HOOK: Because if you don’t find my hook, I’m going to make you walk the plank and feed
you to the crocodile. Now go, you lazy, survey filled detective. Move and find my hook!
Captain Hook chases the detective off, shouting as they leave the stage.

